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Add-on Air Conditioning
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There’s nothing like air conditioning to deliver

ActronAir add-on air conditioning systems are

year-round comfort to your home and family.

engineered to operate at temperatures up to 50°C.

But when you live in one of the harshest climates on

That’s why you can rely on an ActronAir system to

earth, you need a system that’s built to handle it.

continue performing even on the hottest summer days.

At ActronAir, we see air conditioning differently.

ActronAir. It’s Australian for air conditioning.
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Classic add-on air conditioning.
Every home and office is different and choosing an
air conditioner isn’t a decision to be taken lightly.
That’s because factors like the size of your house,
how many rooms it has, whether it’s one or multi-storey
are just a few of the variables that can impact an air
conditioner’s efficiency and running costs.
If your home has existing gas ducted heating, you may
be able to utilise your existing ductwork and upgrade
with Classic add-on air conditioning.
Classic add-on air conditioning works quietly to
remove heat and humidity in your home or office.
Aesthetically pleasing, the Classic add-on air
conditioning system can even utilise the same registers
as your gas ducted system to provide thermostatically
controlled refrigerated cooling.

ActronAir’s Classic add-on air conditioning uses
Australian designed technology to cool your whole
house or just a few zones.

When you choose the comfort of an ActronAir
add-on air conditioning system, you have peace of
mind in reliability and performance, keeping you cool
all summer.

The indoor unit connects
to the gas ducted system
to deliver thermostatically
controlled refrigerated
cooling.

Make Summer more bearable.
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The outdoor unit looks different - because it is!
High Performance
outdoor fans

Vertical discharge is standard for all models releases hot air
upwards for improved performance.

One look at an ActronAir system tells you that

But as well as the features you can see, there’s

it’s unlike ordinary air conditioners.

another big difference on the inside. That’s

Comfort you can depend on.

where ActronAir uses a high performance heat

For a start, the outdoor unit has a unique louvre

ActronAir is an Australian owned and managed company.

exchanger to cope with summer heatwaves with

grille to protect it from hard knocks – the sort

So you’ll never have to look far for spare parts or product

a superior operating range of up to 50°C.

you might get in a back yard cricket match.
The durable powder coating resists corrosion

support, especially with the ActronAir National Service

replace with old image

and provides further protection against anything
the Australian climate can throw its way.

Network providing quick and reliable service where and
when it’s needed.
A 5-year residential warranty provides even more peace
of mind.

Another obvious inclusion is the vertical air
discharge. This ensures hot air is released upwards

Insist on an ActronAir specialist

The electronics form the ‘brains’ of the
system and ensure that all components work
seamlessly to deliver the best performance.

and keeps the temperature surrounding the unit
to a minimum. This feature is ideally suited for

Every home is different and your ActronAir specialist will

installations near boundary fences. On very hot

advise you on the best configuration to suit your lifestyle.

days, this can have a big impact on how efficiently
an air conditioner functions.

An ActronAir specialist is also qualified to install your
air conditioning system quickly and safely and provide
At the heart of all ActronAir units is a high
performance scroll compressor for improved
reliability and long lasting operation.

“Cool.”

the best ongoing service should you need maintenance,
spare parts or advice.

Warranty
ActronAir® louvre grille
provides superior protection
against the elements
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Extra large heat exchanger
delivers improved efficiency
+ quicker cooling when you
need it

Warranty
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